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About Clarity Genetics

As a premier clinical molecular diagnostics laboratory, our mission is to provide 

you with the critical knowledge you need to make informed family planning 

decisions. Unique among genetic screening laboratories, Clarity Genetics 

relies on best-in-class technologies and techniques that allow us to examine 

entire coding regions of genes — giving you a highly accurate, comprehensive 

assessment of your true risk and ultimately, better outcomes for you and your 

family’s future. And with easy access to our responsive customer service and 

highly trained genetic counseling teams, you can obtain the support and counsel 

you need throughout your family planning journey. 

To reach a customer service representative, call 855-776-9436. To schedule an 

appointment with one of our personal genetic counselors, call 855-776-9436, 

extension, 125 or visit us at nxgenmdx.com/genetic-counselor.

Precise Genetic Carrier Screening
An Overview



Couples turn to assisted reproductive 
technology (ART) utilizing in vitro fertilization 
(IVF) for many different reasons — a couple’s 
age, infertility concerns, a history of 
miscarriages, or a family history of a genetic 
condition, to name but a few. 

Regardless of your reason, you and your partner 
have but one goal in mind — a healthy baby to 
share your lives, your love, and your dreams. And 
helping you reach that goal is our goal, too. We 
are the genetic screening specialists, scientists, 
and certified genetic counselors at Clarity 
Genetics. And we have helped couples bring 
healthy babies home by providing the most 
advanced genetic screening and professional 
counsel available today.

Healthy embryo implant  
success begins here.

If you are considering in vitro fertilization, Clarity Genetics offers a unique set of 

genetic screening services that may greatly improve your success of bringing a 

healthy baby to term. And regardless of your history and genetic profile, these 

screens offer unmatched accuracy and precision in detecting genetic changes  

that may affect your pregnancy and your child’s future growth and development.

This set of genetic screening consists of Clarity’s comprehensive Super Panel, 

our PGD (Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis), and our PGS (Preimplantation 

Genetic Screening). Few couples are likely to need all 3 screens since the Super 

Panel will help determine the need for PGD. And while the entire process may 

seem overwhelming at first, this stepwise approach can dramatically improve 

implantation success, shorten the time it takes to achieve a successful pregnancy, 

and could help lower your overall out-of-pocket costs.

So read on to learn more about our stepwise approach to achieving a successful 

pregnancy and discover how Clarity Genetics can help you reach your family  

planning goals.



What the Super Panel screens for — 
and who should have one.
Among the most thorough family planning genetic screens available today,  

the Super Panel, as its name implies, offers incredible accuracy in identifying  

113 genetic conditions. Among the more significant genetic conditions it can screen  

for are cystic fibrosis, spinal muscular atrophy, and sickle cell anemia, to name but  

a handful. For a complete list of specific disorders and diseases covered by the 

Super Panel screen, visit claritygx.com/superpanel, where you can also download a 

Super Panel brochure and fact sheets on each of the conditions it screens for.

With recent dramatic advances in genomic research and genetic condition 

screening, more and more couples — regardless of age, health, or family history — 

are taking advantage of the informing power that the Super Panel screen provides. 

Typically, those most recommended to take the Super Panel screen include:

• Anyone planning on becoming pregnant

• Anyone with a history of a genetic condition

• Anyone whose partner is a carrier of a known genetic condition

• Anyone considering donor egg or donor sperm pregnancy

Everyone is a carrier of genetic conditions, and while most of the conditions an 

individual carries are rare, one in two people are carriers of at least one of the many 

common conditions the Super Panel screens for. And without screening, no matter 

what your current health or family history may be, there is no way to determine if 

you carry a common genetic condition. If you are considering in vitro fertilization — 

identifying your risk is an essential first step to insuring the best possible outcome.

Start with our Super Panel  
for superior accuracy in  
genetic screening. 
Any couple planning to have a child can benefit from the vital information that 

the Clarity Super Panel provides. By screening for the most commonly inherited 

genetic conditions, this rigorous tool delivers unrivaled accuracy and can help 

identify whether you or your partner carry a genetic condition that could affect 

your pregnancy and the health of your child.

What Sets the Super  
Panel Apart?

Throughout its history, Clarity Genetics has 

continually updated its technologies to keep pace 

with advances in genetic research and screening 

techniques. Our Super Panel, like all our screens, 

utilizes Next-Generation Sequencing, which looks 

at entire coding regions of genes rather than the 

abbreviated sequencing or genotyping techniques 

utilized by other genetic screening companies. This 

leading technology allows us to detect genetic 

mutations that can be missed by abbreviated 

screening technologies. 

99% Clinical Detection Rate 
for Many Conditions



PGD and PGS — two critical 
screens for better embryo 
implant success.
Couples pursuing IVF can further reduce their risk of having a child with 

a genetic condition by opting for Clarity’s PGS screen, and if needed, 

Clarity’s PGD screen. Your Super Panel screening results can help you 

determine whether you should take one or both of these screens.

If results from your Super Panel screening show that both you and your 

partner are carriers of the same single gene condition, you can use our 

PGD screen to identify an embryo that is free of that condition — prior to 

implantation. 

If your Super Panel shows no shared carrier traits, you can forego PGD 

screening and immediately move to PGS.  The PGS screen is designed 

to reduce the risk of non-inherited chromosomal abnormalities and allow 

you to select a single embryo for implantation — radically reducing the 

chance of a multiple birth pregnancy and miscarriage.  

PGD — screening embryos for single gene conditions. 
After in vitro fertilization, a couple can effectively screen any resulting embryos for a 

single gene condition using PGD (preimplantation genetic diagnosis).  PGD is used 

to screen for genetic conditions such as cystic fibrosis, sickle cell anemia, Tay-Sachs 

disease, Fragile X syndrome, and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). 

Since the Super Panel screens for these conditions, only couples who screen 

positive for the same genetic condition need to undergo PGD screening — and 

PGD screening is administered free of charge to couples who have undertaken 

Clarity Genetics’ genetic carrier screening.

By opting to use Clarity’s PGD service, we can determine whether the specific 

genetic condition(s) you tested positive for are present in your IVF embryos. This will 

allow your IVF doctor to select only those unaffected by the disorder for transfer, 

nearly preventing it from being passed to your child. Clarity PGD can screen for 113 

genetic conditions and offers best-in-class accuracy. 

PGS — screening embryos for chromosomal abnormalities.
This embryonic screen can determine if an embryo is missing or has one or more 

extra chromosomes, a condition known as aneuploidy. Chromosome aneuploidy is 

the leading genetic cause of miscarriage and congenital disorders, including Down 

syndrome and Turner syndrome. This screen is typically used for women over 35, 

who are at increased risk for conceiving babies with chromosomal abnormalities. 

Every woman has a risk to conceive a baby with chromosome aneuploidy, and risk 

increases with age.  At age 35, women have a 30% risk, and the risk jumps to 85% for 

women at age 42. By taking advantage of PGS results, women over 35 are five times 

less likely to experience a miscarriage. PGS can accurately identify embryos that 

are predicted to be euploid and appropriate candidates for implantation, increasing 

the chances for a successful pregnancy by 65%. 

Clarity PGS is an invaluable tool to help your healthcare team select the best  

single embryo for successful implantation. By choosing a single embryo, you 

reduce the risk of multiple births, avoid increased healthcare costs of a multiple 

birth pregnancy, and ultimately, and most importantly, reduce their associated risks 

to mother and pregnancy.



The Power of 
Automated Precision

Most PGS testing is 

performed by hand — a 

sure invitation for human 

error. Clarity Genetics has 

a proprietary automated 

testing system, taking 

human error out of the 

equation.

How are genetic conditions passed 
from one generation to the next?
Each of us inherits our genetic makeup from our parents,  
one copy of each gene from each parent. 

The chart below shows the possible inheritance outcomes in cases where both 

parents are carriers of a genetic condition. In these cases, each parent received 

one non-working gene from one of their parents for a specific condition.  Carriers 

do not exhibit the condition themselves, but they can pass along the non-working 

gene to their children. Since each parent contributes half of their genetic makeup to 

each child, the possible outcomes reveal a 25% chance a child will not be a carrier, 

a 50% chance a child will be a carrier (but not exhibit the condition itself), and a 25% 

chance a child will be born with the condition. 
Proven, stepwise decision making for better outcomes

CLARITY 
SCREEN 

SUPER PANEL PGD PGS

What It  
Screens For

Over 113 Genetic 
Conditions

Single Gene 
Conditions

•  Chromosomal 
Aneuploidy

•  Small Chromosomal 
Gains and Losses

Who Should  
Consider It

All Couples Planning 
Pregnancy

Couples Whose  
Genetic Carrier 
Screening Reveals 
They Are  a “Carrier 
Couple”

•  Women over 35

•  Women with 
History of Multiple 
Miscarriage

•  Couples Proceeding  
with IVF

Common  
Conditions  
Detected  
(partial listing)

113 Disorders:

•  Cystic fibrosis

•  Spinal Muscular 
Atrophy (SMA)

•  Sickle Cell Anemia

•  Fragile X Syndrome

All Conditions 
Screened for on  
the Super Panel

•  Down Syndrome 
(Trisomy 21)

•  Turner Syndrome 
(Monosomy X)

How Is It  
Performed?

Blood, Mouthwash, or 
Buccal Swab Test

Embryo Sampling Embryo Sampling

Accuracy 99% Clinical Detection 
Rate for Many 
Conditions

98% 98%AFFECTED UNAFFECTEDCARRIER

CARRIER FATHER CARRIER MOTHER

AFFECTED 
CHILD

UNAFFECTED 
CHILD

UNAFFECTED 
CHILD



Get personalized genetic  
counseling every step of the way.
 

Couples pursuing carrier screening and in vitro fertilization usually have many 

questions and concerns which may include its accuracy, interpreting results, timing, 

costs, and chances for success. That’s why we offer personal genetic counseling to 

anyone seeking guidance on our products and services. 

As a Clarity Genetics client, you will have full access to our team of highly trained 

and certified genetic counselors. With one of our genetic counselors at your side 

throughout your journey, you can obtain guidance on which screens may be right 

for you and your partner, what your results mean, and how you can best reach your 

goals. Genetic counselors are available for personal, one-on-one sessions that you 

can schedule at times that best fit your schedule. To set up an appointment call 

855-776-9436, extension, 125 or visit us at claritygx.com/genetic-counselor.

Your best resource is your own physician or healthcare provider.

As with any life decision, choosing to undergo genetic screening, in vitro fertilization, 

or any assisted reproductive technology will involve personal consultation with 

your own provider. He or she remains your best source of advice and counsel 

on pursuing genetic screening, which screens are right for you, and how best to 

interpret and act upon their results. 

So begin by talking to your personal healthcare provider. And to learn more about 

Clarity Genetics, our products and services, or to speak directly to one of our 

personal genetic counselors, please visit claritygx.com/genetic-counselor
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